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Abstract: A real assumption in numerous machine learning area and data mining algorithms is that the future data and training
necessary to be in the similar feature space and have the similar distribution. Moreover, in numerous applications, this presumption may
not hold. For illustration, we once in a while have task of a classification in one space of interest, yet we just have sufficient preparing
data in an alternate area of interest, where the recent data may be in an alternate feature space or take after an alternate distribution of
data. In such cases, knowledge transfer, if done effectively, would extraordinarily enhance the execution of learning by staying away
from much costly data-naming efforts. Recently, transfer learning has developed as another learning structure to address this issue.
Another machine learning structure called Online Transfer Learning (OTL) that plans to transfer information from some source space
to an online learning assignment on a target domain. A famous methodology to cost-sensitive learning is to rescale the classes as per
their mis-classification costs. In spite of the fact that this methodology is successful in managing with binary class issues, late studies
demonstrate that it is frequently not all that supportive while being connected to multi-class issues specifically. In this paper, we have
focus the survey on cost sensitive on machine learning and various methods used. This paper also focuses on online learning methods.
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1. Introduction
Online learning speaks to an imperative group of efficient
and adaptable machine learning algorithms for substantial
scale applications. All in all, online learning algorithms are
quick, normal, and regularly make few measurable
assumptions, making them appropriate to an extensive
variety of applications. Online learning has been effectively
considered in a few groups, including machine learning,
artificial knowledge and statistics. Over the previous years,
different things of online learning algorithms have been
surveyed here, however so far there is not very many far
library which incorporates a large portion of the cutting edge
algorithms for specialists to make simple comparison sideby-side and for developer to investigate their different
applications. Transfer learning (TL) has been effectively
considered as of late (Pan & Yang, 2009) [1]. It essentially
means to address the machine learning task of building
models in a new target space by exploiting data from an
alternate existing source space through learning transfer.
Transfer learning is essential for some applications where
preparing data in another area might be restricted or
excessively expensive to gather. In spite of the fact that
transfer learning has been effectively investigated, generally
existing deal with transfer learning were regularly
concentrated on in a disconnected from the net learning
style, which needs to expect training data in the new space is
given from the earlier. Such an showing up in suspicion may
not generally hold for some genuine applications where
training data may come in an online/sequential way.
Dissimilar to the current transfer learning studies, in this
paper, we survey another structure of Online Transfer
Learning (OTL), which addresses the transfer learning issue
utilizing an online learning system. As the main endeavour
to this issue, we address some OTL challenges in two
separate settings. In the first setting, we have study over the
homogeneous OTL where the target area has the same
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peculiarity space as the old/source one. In the second setting,
we address the heterogeneous OTL where the feature space
of the target area is not the same as that of the source space.
We propose algorithms to tackle both issues, and
hypothetically break down their error limits. At last, we
exactly inspect their execution on a few testing OTL tasks
[2]. Moreover, both cost-sensitive classification and online
learning have been concentrated on broadly in data mining
and machine learning groups, individually, there were not
very many extensive studies on Cost-Sensitive Online
classification in both data mining and machine learning
survey. In this paper, we formally research this issue by
endeavouring to create cost-sensitive algorithms for
calculating an online
cost-sensitive classification
assignment. As a complete study is surveyed to address the
given task. The challenge is instructions to build up a viable
cost-sensitive online algorithm which can specifically
improve a predefined cost-sensitive measure for an online
task of classification [3].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II about the
literature review and overall study on methods used. In
Section III proposed work is explained which are planning
to implement. Finally, concluding remark in Section IV with
future direction.

2. Literature Review
In [2], by Peilin Zhao research another machine learning
structure called Online Transfer Learning (OTL) that
expects to transfer learning from some source space to an
online learning jobs on a target area. The good point of this
methodology is enhancing a online learning responsibility in
a target space by exploiting the information that had been
gained from extensive measure of preparing data in source
spaces. The disadvantage in this methodology is it didn't
expect the target data takes after the same class or generative
circulation as the source data.
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In [3], Jialei Wang proposed two novel cost-sensitive online
algorithms for classification, which are intended to
specifically advance two extraordinary cost-sensitive
measures: (i) The weighted aggregate of sensitivity and
specificity maximization, and (ii) minimization of weighted
misclassification cost. In this methodology it was contrasted
CSOGD algorithms and different online learning algorithms,
including Perceptron, "ROMMA" and its forceful rendition
"agg ROMMA", and two various version of the PA
algorithms. The preference of this methodology is the
proposed method could be an exceedingly effective and
compelling tool to handle cost-sensitive online task of
classification in different application areas. The point of
interest of the proposed algorithms is for illuminating a
certifiable task of online anomaly discovery which is
regularly exceptionally class-imbalanced. The limit of this
methodology is enhancing two cost-sensitive measures need
critical computing. In [4] by Peilin Zhao, proposed two
CSOAL algorithms and investigate their hypothetical
execution as far as cost-sensitive limits. The key preference
is the proposed CSOAL system has the capacity
impressively beat various directed cost-sensitive or costinsensitive online learning algorithms for malevolent URL
recognition. The limit of this methodology is proposed
algorithm has discriminating time complexity one can
enhance this by utilizing inadequate usage trap to further
decrease the time and space cost. The Koby Crammer in [5]
recommended that portray and investigate a few task of
online learning through the same prism of algorithm. A
basic online algorithm which is a Passive-Aggressive (PA)
is for a binary online classification. The benefits of the
proposed algorithms are in a progression of tries different
things with synthetic and genuine data sets. The limit is the
PA system that works in the domain of limited memory
requirements.
In [6] Y. Freund and R. E. Schapire proposed running the
perceptron algorithm in a higher dimensional space utilizing
part capacities creates exceptionally significant changes in
performance, yielding precision levels that are practically
identical, however still inferior, to those realistic with help
vector machines. Algorithm is much faster and simpler to
execute than the recent system. Algorithm can be effectively
utilized as a part of high dimensional spaces utilizing kernel
capacities. The limit is for the less progress in performance.
In [7] by Yaoyong Li proposed The perceptron algorithm
with a margin is a straightforward, quick and viable learning
algorithm for linear classifiers; it makes decision hyperplane
inside some consistent degree of the large margin. The basic
good point is algorithms yield equivalent or good
performance than support vector machines, while decreasing
preparing time and sparsely, in classification. The
disadvantage is the Perceptron algorithm with uneven
margin, customized for report categorisation issues. The
author F. Rosenblatt proposed in [8] a hypothesis is
produced for a nervous system called a perceptron. The
hypothesis serves as an extension in the middle of
biophysics and psychology. It is conceivable to predict
learning curves from neurological variables and the other
way around. The statistical quantitative methodology is
productive in the understanding of the association of
cognitive frameworks.
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In [9] Metacost author Pedro Domingos proposed a
principled strategy for making a discretionary classifier cost
sensitive by wrapping a cost minimizing method around it.
This method is called Metacost. The good thing is Metacost
delivers great result. Disadvantage is based learner to the
new set of training. The constraint is it is stable concerning
the variety in the training set. Metacost can't be successful
with the algorithm introduce in paper like KNN and Naive
Bayes. The author P. D. Turney proposed another algorithm
for classification of cost-sensitive [10]. ICET utilizes a
genetic algorithm to develop a crowd of predispositions for a
decision tree induction algorithm. The central issue
examined here is the issue of minimizing the classification
cost when the tests are costly. The Zhi-Hua Zhou in [11]
proposed methodology to cost-sensitive learning is to rescale
the classes as indicated by their misclassification costs. In
spite of the fact that this methodology is compelling which
is in the managing with binary class issues. The proposed
methodology is useful when unequal misclassification costs
and imbalance class happen all the while, and can likewise
be utilized to handle safe imbalance class learning. Hence,
the proposed methodology gives a unify structure to
utilizing rescaling to address multi-class cost-sensitive
learning and multi class-learning. The fundamental issue is
identified with ROC and cost curve for paired class cases.
The requirement for transfer learning may emerge when the
information can be effortlessly old fashioned. For this
situation, the label information gotten in one time period
may not take after the same distribution in a later time
period. For instance, in indoor Wifi issues, which expects to
catch a client's current area focused around beforehand
gathered Wifi information, it is extremely costly to balance
Wifi information for building restriction models in an
expansive scale environment, so the fact that a client needs
to mark an expansive accumulation of Wifi signal
information at every area. Then again, the Wifi signalquality qualities may be a capacity of time, gadget, or other
dynamic variables. A model prepared in one time period or
on one device might cause the execution for area estimation
in an alternate time period or on an alternate device to be
minimized. To minimized the recalibration exertion, we may
wish to adjust the model for localization prepared in one
time period for another time period, or to adjust the
restriction model prepared on a cell phone for another cell
phone (the target), as done in [12].

3. Related Work
Following Figure 1 shows the proposed system architecture.
We are implementing this by using our proposed idea.
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Figure 1: System Architecture
The framework is for the online cost sensitive learning
transfer. The label data is trained at site1 with some features.
Classifier learning algorithm is used. For building classifier,
training data is used. Classifier 1 is fabricating via preparing
dataset 1 in phase 1 P1 and classifier C1. Then in the phase
2 P2 label data is used for training purpose with several
features. In the step of feature selection, we have to choose
the feature from P2 which are display in P1 for learning at
phase 2. In step of knowledge transfer, classifier 1 from
phase 1 is used. For predicting the class of the instance
classifier c1 and c2 is utilized. To consolidate classifier at
round we will utilize weight parameters for individual
classifiers utilized. At last, the suffer loss is formulated by
taking update function. We are planning to implement this
work.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied over the new issue of Online
Transfer Learning (OTL), which expects to knowledge
transfer from a source domain to task of online learning
undertaking on a target domain. The task of OTL in various
settings and exhibited some novel OTL algorithms. We
depicted an online algorithmic structure for taking care of
various prediction issues going from characterization to
prediction sequence. This paper describes cost sensitive
classification , Online learning concept and Online transfer
learning concepts. From above studied concepts there is
scope to apply cost sensitive classification concept and
online learning for online transfer learning.
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